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. The area af adult developmemt has ,begun to receive considerable

attention in both the profesional and lay literature.. Erik

Erikson. (19501, 19582) is univet:sally acknowledged to be the

pioneer in ttlis area, but for many ye,ah he"stood alone in his'.

portrayal of the entire llf cycle as an unfolding series of

. developmental stages. Lately, however, a number of authors have
II

sought to ex.Vnd Erikson's work.by more fully describing the

various stages which characterize the 'human life cycle (Sheehy,

19743'; Levinson, 197.84; Gould, 1970.

.The consensually held view among those 4ho have written about

a'dult development is that, the crucial devCopmental task lor late

adolescents is the formation of a sense of identity. What is most

important in thls p'rocess is thatindividuals separate and individu-

. ate from 'their family of origin so that the identity adopted is at

I

independently arrived at as possible. Though one can never be

totally indeWrendent of familial influence, there are clearly mean-

ingful differences in the degree to which individuals, manage to

move in this direction. \Thus the task is to separate as much as

possible from the identity defined by the powerful influences in

ue's early life, almost-always parents or parent-surrogates, in.

order to'be ale to4make as free a choice as possible about.the

different pimensions, of one's "identity".

, Building on this batic conceptual fraliewOrk, James Marcia

and Wis graduate students and other collaborators (19566, 19677')

19708, 19769) have operationalized the construct of identity and

have produced the bulk Of the empirical work in this area. ,Marcia(

bre0s.down the comstruct Of "identity" intO..two component parts:

occupation andideology. The area of ideology is further broken
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down into the s.ub-areat 'of religion and ,poll*tits.'

Mal;cia (19666) -asserts, and demonstrates empirically, that

individuals can be categozed as falling into one of f,Our identity

statuses. ThOugh he talks primarily about overall identity status,

his data. make it emident that the 's.ame indi4/idual can fall into

different identity statuses in the different sub-categories that

constitute the overall construct.' ,The Program to be described is

based oR 'the notion.that individuals fall into one of four iderity

I.statyses in each content area.

Th4 defi tions of the four statuses 'are, based on the fól lowing

two terms:,

sis' - a serious cons i de rati on of al ternati ves ( thus

defined quite differently from what is typically under-

stoOd by the word 4crisfs")

"Commitment" '- relatively firm choice of a particular.

al terna't i vte

On the basis of these definitions, the four identity statuses are

defined as follows:

chleved - past crisis and current commitment°.

Moratorium - current crisis (which bay -or may not result

in commitment)

Foreclosed current commitment without preceding cr,isis
,

.
Diffused - past crisis and no current commitment or/ino past

crisis and no current commitment

In formulating the goals of the provam to be described, it

//was understood from the outset that these would vary:depending on

the status in which the, indivi.dUal, be.gan in the Tartic.ular content

area in question. ,The goall for each tdentity status we're
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. conceptualized as follows:

4 Achieved strehthqning and solidification

Moratorium - movement toward resolutt&mOf crisis

direction of commitment
>,

Foreclosed - re-opening of questfon Ofbcommitment and

encouragement ot' serious co4ideration of alternatives

(with no preference as to whether the eventual recom-

mitment was the same as, or different from, the original

commitment)

Diffused - movement into crisis and toward commitment

The program has been offered for two cons'ecuti've academic

years. A total of 15 students enrolled the first year. The program

wawconceived.from the htset as an experientlal seminar in which

students would be encouraged to explore their ,own process of identity

formation as it was unfolding in their current lives. In addition

to. the three substantive areas which were suTgested by Marcia's

work (ocdupational Choice, religious beliefs and political beliefs),
%

it was decided to add ,three other content areas for exploration:

All

1) Sex pale

2) Personal characteristics - e.g., decisiveness, dependency

3) Interpersonal yaluing - how important interpersonal )

1

relationships were to the individual as compared
I

with

other patential sources of gratifitation in their lives

three of these areas were added because of their face-valid

relevance for a college-age population.

A wide variety of formats was used to facilitate the students'

exploration.of these S)ix content areas. 'Thouglhe form'at differed,
4
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sOmetimes.substantially, from week tO week, the goal always

remained ike samef to help the students think and talk about

themselves and how they had becomt,iihat they were, as welll as to

considerhow they wanted to develop in the future and what they

mfght dp tO bring about their desired ends. , Thus the focus was

on self-awareness, but in addition,there was an attempt to expand ,

students' definitions of what they saw as possible for themse4ves.

In this respect the group context was ideal, since students' sharing

with e,ach other /heir different histories, as well as wishes for

the future, served to Ihelp them explore their own assumptions,

as well as to see more clearly the wide variety of options that

were available to them.

'The followin were tpe kinds of activities engaged in during'
\

the weekly group meetings:

6
1) Role-playing - Role-playing situations were aimed at

stimulating exploration of issues which were salient for the

students'. ,For instance, one role-play involved a female student

bringtng home-to her parents and siblings the man she had becomt

seriously involved with, who was of another religion. Anbther

situation involved 'a family dealing with a son who'had just been

rejected by the last medical school that was stil considering

his application. Student volunteers were given a brief description

of the situat-ion and mental.set of the characters,they were playing

and, after playing,the.roles out, the entire group, discussed how

,
it might be for them if the.situation arose in their families.

2) "Data gather-141g from.famfly of origin - Students were

instructed tp learn from their parents things that many people

never bother to learn. An example of this as the assignment to

0



inquire aboqt'the role that interptirsonal relationships played

in the early years df their same-sex parent's life. The purpose
4

was to hefp stuaents achieve some appreciation of how they might
41/

have been influenced in the chbices they had made trY the experienoces,

of their parents. These assignments were indicative o an important

theme which pervaded the course: namely, that in order to separate

one must confront just how much one has been, and continues to be,

influenced by experiences in the family of origin. The.extent of

such influence is something many students, and sometimes mental

health professionals, are resistant to acknowledging (Babineau,

197510).

3) Interpersonal feedback - After so'me.period of time

elapsed, time was set aside periodically for students to share

their impressions of each other., .At times the group was broken

down into sub-groups of four, and.students were asked to write

down descriptive phrases about.themSelves and each of the other

members of their sub.-group, and then to distribute, what they had

written to the person in question: .At other times students.were )

given a dichotomy such as "warm and nourishing" vs. "cold'and

ungiving," or "powerfulness, authority wnd leaaership" vs. "power-

lessness'and followership," and asked to place themselves in a

lineup with the other students on the basis of how they had con-

ducted themse ves during the weekly class meetings. After the

initial linev w s complete,,students were permitted to move any

other students, or themselves, to the place in 'the lineup which

they believed more accurately reflected where the individual(s)

in wi\estion belonged. After everyone had made the alteations

they wrted to make, time was set aside to debrief about peoples'
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reactions to the.YeedbaciCreceived.

4) Guests - Occasionally outside guests were invited to

&come to the seminar' and share the evolution they had experienced

fn a particular content area.. Guests were chosen on the basis of
4

how interesting and relevant their developmental histories were,
1,

as well as on their willingness to talk openly about themselves.

It was hoped that exposure to such individuals would expand
(I

studerfts' awareness of the.wide variety af courses of development
),

that were passible in each content area.

5) Group discussion - The greatest amount of class time was

spent in open-ended class discussion. Topics were chosen for

their'face-valid relevance to the ident(ty struggles in which the'

students were curreitly engaged. Topics-discussed included sexual

performance, what people believed about the extstence of a

Supreme Being, and the importance of money and status in peoples'

thinking about occupational choice.

In addition to these kinds of acttvities during the (regularly

scheduled class times, there were two other activities that were

important aspects of the course:

1) Diaries 0- .Students were required to keep diaries. .They

were instructed to write down any and all 4thoughts, feelings, or

experiences that seemed related to the process of identity form'ation

they were experiencing. Occasionally these ,di aries were coTlected

4t.

and read by the instructor, partly to check that studAts were

keeping them conscientipusly and partly so that non-evaluati4e
,

comments about what was written could be made.

2) Papers - Studenis were also requested :to 'peribdically

write short reviews of booksarelevant to the different areas focu"sed

I:1
) MN,
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on during seminar:tiMe. A'var of bookS mere sIiggested in each

of the content areas explored. Students Were specifically in-
0

structed that book reviews were not to be. of the traditynal sort,

but rather were tei primarilyifocus on the personal thoughts and

feelings about self that wth touched off, while reading the book

being reviewed.

The ,role'of the instructor in this kind of 'academic"offehng

is quite diffe'rent from the traditional instructor's role.. For

onv thing, every pos-siblie attempt is gade to minimize the evalu- ,

dimens-im-o-fth-e_rol_e___ The coui.ses themselves have been

graded on a Pass-Fail b'asis, with the Only, criteria, for passing

being regular attendance, some degree of class participation,

keping the diary:and turning in the book reyiews. G'rades have

;not beet given for any of the material turned' in, though a great

deal of descriptive feedback is given on all written work.

Occasionally a student turns in a very poor book rev)ew,;.in these

''instances students are required to rewrite thebrevtew. Though no
,

procedures can eliminate, the evalultiYe dimension of the relation-

ship between an,instructor and a gyoup of students, the structure

employed is aimed at minimizing_ this'dimension of the relationship.

The second major departure ih the.instructor roie is the high

degree of self-disclosur'e required. Because sollege professors

have progressed through much more of the life.cydle than 'their

students °and have managed to do saiwith at least som-e manifest

success, they are powerful role models for students; thus, an

instructor's willingness.to self-disclose can do a.great.deal to

facilitate group pa'rticipation. An instructor's descriptions of

1
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personal struggles, both TiSt-and.present, can operate to give 1

' students permissibn to acknowledge to themselves and Others that

they4are struggling too. Such self-Aiscliosure by an instructor

can be crucial in bringing about the kind of disc.ussidn that Ls

necessary for such a course to have meanihgful impact.

"Graind Design"

- The ton,g-ra'nge plan, or "grand design", fqr this program

encompas'ses two different stages, only the first of which has been

addressed thus far. The fipt goal is to be able to demonstrate
_ .

thatparticipating students' identity formations can be influenced%

4.--in desirableApys by experiential courses such as the one that has

been described. The specond goal is to-build into the yrog44am some

training in group facilitatiron and leadership; so that participants
'4

can, at its conclusion.,.work with groups of fellow students to help

-1,

fac litate their identity formations.

A beginfling effct.in this direction was made dUring the

Tecond semester of the first year of the program. The students,

who had spent the first semester exploring the si-x content areas

A already described, were given six weeks of group leadership train-

ing and then conducted discussion groups for the next six weeks.

(with weekly group supervisory seissions) With students enrolled in

another psychology course. 'This gave th.em one wee1( to cover each

of the six content areas. It became clebx very q4lickly that the

time available Was not adequate to delve into these content areas,

and that six weeks was flot a sufficient amount of time to train

lundergraduatei to,be effective group leaders. Thus far no further

efforts have been made to pursue this second goal.

tit



f,Evaluation And,Second Year's Program

Pre-pbst evaluationof the ffrst semell; of the program ,d

not yield definitive evidence of the course's efficacy. There0 .

afe a.nuMber of possible explahations. for this, the two foremost
.

,being that three.months is much too short a perilid of time for

people.to change significantly in he areas tefng inves6gated,

and that the number of experiMental and cofttrol subjects was quite

It is clear that future research will have-to employ a,

longitudinal apProath in wOich subjects are tested at-a number

of different points in time, ,some of them years after tpe course

has conclude0,, in order to be able to assessAhether the course

_ imbacts participants' development.

On the baiis of the lack of positive finding(s. the firrt year,

two. basic.changes*were adopted fb-rf the second year.of the program.

First, the number of areas explore'd was retuced from six ;to three.

The areas that were retained .K-ir exploration were thoseLwhich

seemed to command the greatest group cathexis during the first

year: namely, occupational choice, feligion, and sex role,. Second,

tnstead of devoting only one semelter'to te exploratioh of these

areas, it wasAecided to devote the full academic.year to thm.

The kind (-.1 longitudinal research design which is necessary, to

demonstrate the program's efficacy has not yef been feasible, but.'.

will hopefully b employed in futurp years.

Future Plalis
,

Os f 1

One hope for the future Is to demonstrate empirically that

the experiential program has a salutary effect on participantS'

growth and development. In addition, it is hoped that the second
'os

prong of the "grand design" can everi.tually be resurrected. There
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are substanySal difficulties. assoCifiated vilth. this goal., sin`cl uding

devising w.aysi tp tntegr4e.grouP .eldersitip ,p'aintng into
.

, e

0 %
-

,

identity formatron work, as tel 1 as ftnding 4.1etysk to get .groups of
/I

J *
1 , /4 i Y

students willing to workdfor sufficient periods of tlme wi th .non-
1

professional group leader4% However, i f these di fficul ties 'can
0

be surrilounted, the package has the pOtentf4l being a ubstantial
"

preventive mental health program. The fi rst_part df the Orogram

, alone may very we1l be worthwhile,; but i t is not particiaarly

efficient in terms of professipnal. time invested. If the,17students

who work di rectly -with the professor who conduCts, the course can () .

be preOared to, in turn, work effectively wi th others (wi th ongoing

su'per vision ) ,- then the, program coul d affect substantial nupbers

of students and consti tute a significant prevention program Olat

.can be an itportAnt part of the college mental heal th .worker' s

Armamen tari um.
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